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Abstract 

This article focuses on determining the students´ interactions in the Virtual English Course with Distance Education Model (DEM) 
at Mumbai University, in India. For this purpose, an analysis was carried out on the database of the students during the academic 
period 2015 - 2018 to select the necessary attributes that allowed to generate a data mining model. An analysis of the mining 
methods was subsequently carried out comparing each of them in order to select the one that helps the development of the project, 
choosing the Crisp-dm method since it contains multiple phases indicating each activity to be completed, thus becoming a practical 
guide. In addition, a comparative analysis was developed taking into account features of the data mining tools where RapidMiner 
was selected to perform the processes using some algorithms along with the student data which were divided into two sets for 
training and validation, resulting the decision tree as the best algorithm for the purpose as it correctly classified the instances with 
a minimum margin of error.  
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1. Introduction 

Education is the base of any country's development, so today education systems around the world face the challenge 
of using information technologies which play an important role because they facilitate learning in environments 
allowing students the acquisition of immediate and broad knowledge without distance or time problems in their 
education [1], [2]. 

In this regard, the Mumbai University in India has information systems to provide distance education in careers or 
courses. These systems store large amounts of student information as is the case of the Virtual English course with a 
Distance Education Model, which was taken as the study object. However, having this information available could be 
a problem if there is not a method to process it, so data mining techniques are applied to extract useful and 
understandable knowledge, previously unknown, and discover patterns to generate a model through the analysis of 
information from course interactions, personal, institutional and student's socioeconomic data, to allow the 
determination of student interactions in the virtual course, so that it helps decision-making, and therefore provide a 
benefit to the institution [3], [4], [5]. 

Crisp-dm is one of the most used method for the generation of data mining projects, which allows to obtain a data 
analysis model along with the implementation of artificial intelligence algorithms, already integrated to the 
RapidMiner data pre-processing [6], [7]. 

2. Method 

The data collected pertains to the student interactions in the Virtual English Course with the Distance Education 
Mode at the Mumbai University in India during the academic period 2015 – 2018. For this purpose, the information 
was obtained from the Moodle platform of the DEM, providing information about the interactions of the students in 
the following activities developed in the course: Interaction with shared files of course topics, tasks and evaluations 
for the approval of the course, reading or printing the course content and activities, send the activities to the teacher 
for correction, receiving qualifications, and online assessments and qualifications. 

In this way, students are offered the opportunity to reinforce the learning provided through content and assessments 
to enable student-teacher and student-tools interactions. 

The data is structured in XML files consisting of the interactions, personal, institutional, and socioeconomic data 
of the students, such as: number of accesses to the course, number of accesses to the tasks, number of accesses to 
resources, number of accesses to tests, description of modules, personal data of students, socioeconomic and 
institutional data of students [8], [9]. 

The generation of the test plan consists of testing the quality and validity of the results obtained by the model, 
therefore it is necessary to generate a test plan by which it is possible to test the validity of the generated model. So, 
the research selected the data belonging to students of DEM who were divided into two groups, one for training and 
the other one to use in the validation of the model. 

The training dataset is 67% and the remaining dataset was used to perform validation in such a way that it gives a 
100% result of the data used for modeling. The test plan is described with the different algorithms classified as follows 
[10], [11], [12], [13]: 

• Decision Rules Algorithms: The algorithms used within this classification correspond to JRip, Ridor, 
Prism, K-NN, where 67% correspond to the training dataset and 33% were used for validation. 

• Decision Tree Algorithms: The algorithms used within this classification correspond to CHAID, Decision 
Tree, ID3, J48, where 67% correspond to the training dataset (E) and 33% for validation (V). Parameters 
that were taken into account for evaluating the generated models are: correctly classified instances 
(accuracy), incorrectly classified instances (classification error), Kappa statistics which measures the 
match of the prediction with the actual class (Kappa), quadratic error, relative error, absolute error, 
presenting the obtained results in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Algorithm Results. 

 

Algorithm 

 

Data 

Quadratic 
Error 

Relative 
Error (%) 

Quadratic 
Error 

Middle 

Quadratic 
Error 

Relative 

 

DECISION TREE 

E 0.11 21.44 0.33 1.18 

Ⅴ 0.07 13.33 0.25 4.29 

 

JRip 

E 0.05 10.18 0.23 0.80 

Ⅴ 0.07 13.17 0.25 0.98 

 

RIDOR 

E 0.10 10.34 0.32 1.14 

Ⅴ 0.11 11.34 0.31 1.23 

 

K-NN 

E 0.01 1.26 0.11 0.39 

Ⅴ 0.16 15.85 0.39 1.51 

 

PRISM 

E 0.02 1.54 0.12 0.46 

Ⅴ 0.26 26.06 0.50 2.37 

Chaid E 0.06 12.41 0.25 0.89 

 Ⅴ 0.17 27.35 0.41 5.46 

 

ID3 

E 0.01 1.97 0.09 0.39 

Ⅴ 0.13 13.03 0.36 0.35 

 

J48 

E 0.08 16.07 0.29 1.01 

Ⅴ 0.08 14.50 0.27 1.06 

 
Table 1 shows the result of each algorithm obtained by using the RapidMiner tool along with student data from the 

Virtual English Course with the MED, where there is a minimum percentage of classification error in each of the 
algorithms. It can also be indicated that, with the training set of the data, most of the results obtained from the 
algorithms are favorable, i.e. they exceed 90% of the data were correctly classified, and the algorithms with better 
results are JRip 94.41%, K-NN 98.74%, Prism 98.46%, Chaid 91.06%, ID3 98.32, and J48 91.06%. Likewise, with 
the validation dataset, the algorithms that present the best results of correctly classified data were the Decision Tree 
92.90%, JRip 92.63%, and J48 91.49%. 

3. Results and Analysis 

In order to determine student interactions, the best result of the algorithms was considered, which were analyzed 
in the evaluation of the model (Table 1) obtaining the Decision Tree algorithm as the best result, presenting a good 
classification with 92.9% and lower error margin in the model validation with 7.1%. 
 
3.1 Rules Obtained Through Data Mining Algorithms 
 
3.1.1 High level of interaction in the virtual course 
 

When students have high interactions with exams and resources and are between 25 and 29 years old and single, 
then virtual course interactions are high. 

If interactions with resources are average and between 25 and 29 years old and the gender is female, then 
interactions in the virtual course are high. 

If exam interactions are average and they are older than 29 and don't work, then interactions in the virtual course 
are high. 
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If interactions with exams and resources are average and belong to another city and have no children, then 
interactions in the virtual course are high. 

If test interactions are average and interactions with resources and tasks are high, and gender is female and do not 
work, belong to another city, and older than 29 years old, then interactions in the virtual course are high. 

Interactions with exams and resources are high and have no service, have no children, and are between 25 and 29 
years old, so interactions in the virtual course are high. 

 
3.1.2 Average level of interaction in the virtual course 

 
Exam interactions are average, belong to another city, have no children, and are married, so interactions in the 

virtual course are average. 
If exam interactions are average, interactions with resources and tasks are high, have all services, do not work, 

gender is male, belongs to another city, and is older than 25 years, then interactions in the virtual course are average. 
If interactions with resources are high, interactions with tasks are medium, gender is male, have all services, and is 

over 29 years old, then interactions in the virtual course are average. 
The student does not work, the gender is male, belongs to another city, is single, and only has a service that is cell 

phone number, then interactions in the virtual course is medium. 
The student does not work, the gender is female, has all the services, belongs to the city of Mumbai, is single, is 

under 25 years old, and interactions with resources is average, then interactions in the virtual course is average. 
Exam interactions are low, interactions with tasks are low, interactions with resources are average, and married, so 

interactions in the virtual course are medium. 
Interactions with exams and homework and resources are low, have services, have children, are over 29 years old, 

work, gender is male, belongs to another city, and is married, so interactions in the virtual course is average. 
Exam interactions are average, interactions with tasks and resources are low, have all services, and are single, so 

interactions in the virtual course are average. 
 

3.1.3 Low level of interaction in the virtual course 
 
If interactions with exams and resources or tasks are low, and work, then interactions in the virtual course are low. 
If interactions with exams and resources are low, gender is female, and has children, then interactions in the virtual 

course are low. 
If interactions with exams and resources are low, have children, and are under 25 years old, then interactions in the 

virtual course are low. 
If interactions with exams, tasks and resources are low, belongs to the city of Mumbai, does not work, has all 

services, gender is male, is over 29 years old, and has children, then interactions in the virtual course is low. 
The student does not work, the gender is male, belongs to the city of Mumbai, has a service, is less than 25 years, 

and interactions with resources and tasks is low, then interactions in the virtual course is low. 
The student works, the gender is male, belongs to the city of Mumbai, has all services, is single, is under 25 years 

old, interactions with resources and tasks is low, and has children, then interactions in the virtual course is low. 
The student works, the gender is female, possesses all the services, belongs to another city, is married, and 

interactions with the exams is low, then interactions in the virtual course is low. 
Interactions with exams and homework and resources are low, have services, have children, are older than 29 years 

old, work, gender is female, belongs to the city of Mumbai, and is widower, so interactions in the virtual course is 
low. 
 
3.2 Factors to Determine Student Interactions 

 
The factors that influenced the developing of the model are associated with each other [14], [15], considering 

personal, institutional, socioeconomic, and student interactions which are detailed below: 
Course interactions: interactions/tasks (number of accesses to tasks), interactions/resource (number of times they 

access a resource), interactions/tests (number of test accesses). 
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Personal data of students: gender, marital status, age, services (phone, cell phone), city (students residing in 
Mumbai or in another city of the country). 

Socioeconomic data of students: number/Children, work (whether the student works or not). Student institutional 
data: career (student's career). 

Each attribute is presented below with its respective weights according to the results obtained by the Decision Tree 
algorithm to determine the highest influence on the model (see Table 2). 

Table 2. Percentage of factors, attributes with their respective weights 

Attribute Attribute percentage (%) 

Task interactions 12,196 

Resource interactions 10,946 

Exam interactions 13,299 

Gender 4,562 

Marital status 9,509 

Age 8,671 

Services 8,299 

Career 9,137 

Number of children 5,346 

Work 8,126 

City 9,908 

 

4. Conclusions 

Through the results, the following conclusions were obtained: Data mining is very important within the field of 
education as it helps extract information that is hidden in the data in such a way that it allows the analysis and 
generation of new knowledge to determine the level of student interactions. RapidMiner is a powerful data mining 
tool since it contains add-ons that allows to use different algorithms in this and other tool with operators that help in 
the development of processes of creating the applicable models for data analysis. 

To determine the level of interaction in the English course, different classification algorithms were applied, 
presenting the best results in the Decision Tree since this algorithm obtained the least error margin during the 
classification of the data from the interactions in the course (tasks, tests, resources), and personal, institutional and 
socioeconomic data. Through this data mining model, it was possible to determine that student interactions in the 
English Virtual Course resulting the average level with a percentage of 69%, and the factors that influenced the model 
the most were the interactions in the student's exams, tasks, resources, marital status, and employment status. 
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